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TH E M ANUFAC T UR ING PRO C E S S
Some of our reclaimed collections have an almost raw,
straight-from-the-pallet appearance, an authentic ‘weathered’
look. Each product is only very lightly sanded so the natural
characteristics of the timber will be more evident in our
weathered collections than they are in our more ‘finished’
collections. And because each product is handcrafted, no
two pieces are exactly the same. Our furniture is made using
time-honoured construction techniques: the tongue and
groove process with free-floating panels, and dovetail joints.
Consequently each piece of reclaimed furniture has its own
characteristics and will behave differently.

W HE R E OUR T IMB E R IS S O URC E D
1825 interiors specialises in reclaimed timber furniture which
is made from carefully selected pine shipping pallets, sourced
from all over the world. Our environmentally conscious wood
sourcing programme minimises the impact on our natural
environment. This gives our furniture a genuine ‘old world’ feel
and a tick for being environmentally sound.

FR E E - FLOATIN G PA NE L D E S IGN
Our free-floating panel design allows for the natural expansion and contraction that
occurs in reclaimed timber products due to changes in temperature and humidity. As
the timber expands and contracts, the gaps between the panels will open and close.
Our stores provide special waxes, in colours to suit your furniture, which can be used
to fill the gaps if desired.

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RECLAIMED TIMBER

As 1825 interiors’ products are all natural, it is perfectly normal for your new purchase
to resemble any of the above images. Nail holes, timber knots, colour variation and
timber block patches are common and not considered defects.

MAINTAINING R E C L AIME D T IMB E R
When positioning furniture in your home, do not place it in direct sunlight, close to
heaters or outdoors. Doing so can result in damage that is not covered by warranty.
Do not use cleaners that contain ammonia, spirits or silicone. Test all cleaning
products in an inconspicuous area first. 1825 interiors recommends using the
following Howard products to nourish and enhance recycled timber furniture.
Howard Feed-N-Wax
Feed-N-Wax is a special blend of beeswax, carnauba wax and orange
oil. It enhances the natural beauty and depth of grain in finished
and unfinished wood, highlighting its golden hues and leaving a
protective coating. Used regularly, this product will help prevent
drying, fading and cracking while preserving the timber finish. Not
suitable for painted surfaces.
Wax-It-All
Wax-It-All is a thick, smooth blend of beeswax, carnauba wax, and
food grade mineral oil which revives faded surfaces and helps protect
wood from drying out and cracking. Use Wax-It-All to care for a
multitude of surfaces. This innovative product revives faded wood,
metal, and plastic furniture, polishes wood and painted cabinets, and
helps prevent tarnishing on metal surfaces. It enhances and protects
surfaces to make them look better and last longer.

CA R ING FO R PA INT E D F INIS HE S
Howard Clean-A-Finish
Clean-A-Finish effectively cleans all timber surfaces using a
traditional blend of gentle yet powerful natural soaps. It easily
removes dirt and build up from furniture and is recommended for
painted surfaces. It is non-toxic and biodegradable and does not
contain any harmful chemical cleaning agents. Apply a light spray
onto a soft cloth, not directly onto the surface of the timber.
Take care when using blue glass cleaners as they can stain
painted finishes.

WARRANTY
1825 interiors warrants that our reclaimed and restored timber furniture is free from
manufacturing, structural or materials defects for 12 months from the date of delivery.
More information can be found on our website or on the warranty card issued with the
product at time of purchase.
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